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A NOTE on "DAL SEGNO" etc.

Traditional tunes usually do not require a musician to recognize any directions
besides repeat signs ( :| ), whose use is familiar to any music reader.

In rare instances (such as in the source notation for the quadrilles in the Roche 
Collection), additional "navigation aids" are employed. The following is a brief
explanation of how these are used:

In music notation, Dal segno, often abbreviated D.S., is used as a navigation
marker. From Italian for "from the sign," D.S. (with or without the periods)
appears in sheet music and instructs a musician to repeat a passage starting from
the sign shown above, sometimes called the "segno" in English. 

In traditional usage, the segno rarely appears anywhere else but at the very
beginning of the tune, but in theory it could occur anywhere in a multi-section
piece of music.

In ABC this is written as "^segno". (I have used "^$" as well but "^segno" is
more professional.)

Two common variants:

    * D.S. al coda instructs the musician to repeat back to the sign, and when Al 
coda or To coda is reached jump to the coda symbol which is reproduced below. 
The sign is often substituted for by the written word "coda" (required by ABC,
which has no coda symbol).

    * D.S. al fine instructs the musician to repeat back to the sign, and end the
piece at the measure marked fine.

D.C. (with or without periods) stands for "da capo" ("from the head") and
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when placed at the end of a tune directs the player back to the very beginning.
Theoretically there's another marking somewhere in the tune which indicates
where this repeated section should end.

Note that collectors of Irish tunes don't always follow these (basically classical)
conventions, especially in the use of fine to mark the end of a section. Some
sources use a fermata ("bird's eye") over the final bar lines of a section to mark
section ends, but use of this procedure is inconsistent and often the player seems
to be left guessing as to where the fine should be.

There is also occasional confusion as to whether DC and DS should be used, but
it's a technicality since both accomplish the purpose of directing play to the start
of the tune.

In drafting the Roche quadrille ABCs, I took the liberty of dispensing with the 
symbols and opted to go with what I thought might be a clearer verbal 
instruction, e.g. "played A-B-C-A".  All the parts are labelled. The only problem
that I couldn't figure out a solution for is notating the final measure of all the 
Part A's in such a way as to satisfy the requirements of ABC for producing both 
a notation and a sound file. As the files stand, a measure marked "final" will 
appear at the end of Part A in the notation file, but the playback will be correct 
ONLY IF the "final" measure is deleted by placing a % before the word "final".

Note however that the MIDI sound files contain all the repeats, etc. indicated by
Roche's directions. This required a certain amount of copying and pasting on my
part since ABC does not take any symbols besides repeat signs into account in
creating playback files.

Segno, DS, DC, and the fermata also appear in the O'Neill's volumes, indicating
that some tunes that are nowadays played as AB or AABB were once played as
ABA (examples from "Dance Music of Ireland": jigs 280, 310; reels 591, 604,
613; hornpipes seem not to have been affected).  In O'Neill's volumes, as well as
in other collections where the situation occurs, I have noted any structural 
peculiarities either in the N: field or as a non-printing note in the R: field.
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